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Abstract Motion visual evoked potentials (mo-

tion VEPs) have been used since the late 1960s to

investigate the properties of human visual motion

processing, and continue to be a popular tool with

a possible future in clinical diagnosis. This review

first provides a synopsis of the characteristics of

motion VEPs and then summarizes important

methodological aspects. A subsequent overview

illustrates how motion VEPs have been applied to

study basic functions of human motion processing

and shows perspectives for their use as a diag-

nostic tool.
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Introduction

The perception of motion is one of the funda-

mental tasks of the visual system (see [1] for a

concise review). Motion visual evoked potentials

(motion VEPs) have been used for several

decades to investigate motion processing in

humans, both in basic and in clinical research.

Yet, many of their characteristics have only been

revealed relatively recently, in parallel with

advances in the general knowledge about the

human visual system and its motion-processing

mechanisms.

The cortical circuits specialized in processing

motion are considered to be part of the magno-

cellular system, or, more strictly speaking, part of

the dorsal stream as the cortical analog to the

subcortical magnocellular system [2–4] (see [3],

though, for a review of the problems of this view).

Two properties of motion processing mecha-

nisms are particularly imprtant for recording and

understanding motion VEPs: First, motion-spe-

cific mechanisms are commonly defined to be

direction-specific [5]. Second, adaptation plays an

important role in motion processing. This can be

demonstrated psychophysically via the motion

aftereffect [6, 7]. Both properties are also found

in motion VEPs.

The first measured electroencephalographic

responses related to motion were possibly those

evoked by the retinal image shift during eye

movements, recorded by Gastaut and Régis [8]

and Evans [9] around 1950. They are also known

as ‘lambda wave’ [e.g., 10, 11]. Dating from the

early 1950s, the first report on steady-state VEPs

to a moving stimulus is almost as old: Marshall

and Harden [12] used repeatedly expanding rings

to demonstrate the capabilities of a new cathode

ray tube (CRT) stimulator.
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Since procedures for recording motion VEPs

are not standardized, this review first provides a

general characterization and a methodological

overview. Next, applications of motion VEPs in

basic and clinical research as well as perspectives

for their diagnostic use are summarized. In

addition to VEP studies, recent findings using

magnetoencephalography (MEG) are also taken

into account. Rather than to discuss a specific

application in great detail, the aim of this review

is to provide a broad overview that will serve as a

starting point for more in-depth reading.

General characteristics

Motion-onset VEPs

The majority of studies used motion-onset VEPs,

where the stimulus consisted of a pattern that

started moving after being stationary for a suffi-

cient amount of time to allow the neural activity

evoked by the on- and off-set of the preceding

stimulus to cease.

MacKay and Rietveld [13] were the first to

systematically assess various properties of mo-

tion-onset potentials, including effects of eccen-

tricity, pattern, and direction. However, their

potentials were atypical compared to many later

studies, since they were characterized by a neg-

ativity around 60 ms, followed by a positive

deflection.

In most studies, the motion-onset VEP is

dominated by an occipital and occipito-temporal

negativity that peaks between 150 and 200 ms

after motion onset (Fig. 1). For this component,

several designations have been used in the liter-

ature, such as CII, N200, N1, or N2. In the present

review, the latter, N2, will be used, taking into

account that an earlier negativity has been

reported and that it resembles the pattern-rever-

sal N2 in timing and some other properties (see

below).

The motion-onset N2 is often preceded by a

positivity that is weak at occipito-temporal loca-

tions, but usually stronger at the occipital pole

[14]. It seems to be largest for foveal stimulation

[15]. In addition, there is a vertex positivity

around 200 ms. No sizable variability of the shape

and size of the motion-onset VEP has been found

for different times of the day [16].

Based on a variety of reasons, the occipito-

temporal negativity around 150–200 ms is gen-

erally considered to reflect motion processing:

First, relatively low stimulus contrasts are suffi-

cient to elicit a large response [4, 18–22].

Second, it appears to have its origin in area

MT (V5) [4, 23–26], possibly with contributions

from V3/V3A or nearby [27, 28]. This corre-

sponds well to the localization of motion-pro-

cessing mechanisms found with other techniques

such as functional magnetic resonance imaging

[e.g., 29–31] or positron emission tomography

[e.g., 32, 33], though the actual role of area MT

in motion processing is not yet fully understood

[34]. Third, it is highly susceptible to adaptation

[35–39] and the amount of signal reduction

depends on the relative directions of adaptation

and test motions [25, 40–45], as illustrated in

Fig. 1. Adaptation is not fully direction-selec-

tive. Therefore, the N2 component has been

Fig. 1 Sample motion-onset VEPs recorded from an
occipito-temporal electrode, dominated by the N2 nega-
tivity. The traces represent different adaptation conditions:
no adaptation, adaptation in the opposite direction and
adaptation in the same direction as the test motion.
Adaptation is partly but not fully direction specific.
Experimental details can be found in [17]
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interpreted as a compound of two types of

responses, one of them reflecting veridical

motion processing and the other originating

from various neural circuits sensitive to tempo-

ral luminance modulations [46].

The N2 amplitude often differs between hemi-

spheres [e.g.,15, 47–49]. In a sample of 80

subjects, Kubová et al. [14] found in 60% of the

cases a higher amplitude in the left hemisphere.

This was uncorrelated to handedness.

Motion-reversal VEPs

A few studies investigated motion-reversal stim-

uli, recording transient [50–54] or steady-state

responses [42, 55–58]. The term ‘steady-state’

refers to the case that the time interval between

stimuli is too short for the response to decay

before the next stimulus is presented. Many

studies used abruptly reversing stimuli, but sinu-

soidal motion has also been applied [59, 60].

Steady-state reversal VEPs are affected by

unidirectional pre-adaptation [42, 56, 59]. This is

most likely also true for transient reversal

VEPs, but has not yet been verified. Steady-

state reversal VEPs exhibit a considerable

interindividual variability but prolonged stimu-

lation does not result in sizable adaptation [42].

A high interindividual variability was also found

for transient reversal VEPs [51, 52]. Generally,

positive components around 100 ms are more

pronounced than in motion-onset VEPs, but it is

not clear to which degree this is due to differ-

ences in adaptation. Adaptation might also be

the reason why Henning et al. [53] only

obtained very weak responses to motion rever-

sal stimuli.

It is likely, though unproven, that reversal

stimuli generally underestimate the motion re-

sponses. If the response of the neural population

stimulated by one direction was simply replaced

by response of the population sensitive to the

other direction, a zero net effect would be

expected [42]. The fact that motion reversal

VEPs can be recorded even if other stimulus

discontinuities are accounted for [57] might be

due to short-term adaptation processes [61],

differences between onset and offset latencies

[62, 63], and potentially other transient effects.

Motion-offset VEPs

Motion-offset stimuli have only been used in a

few studies, e.g. to investigate the motion after-

effect [64] or certain attentional effects [65].

Generally, motion-offset potentials seem to have

a negative deflection, but are smaller and less

uniform than onset potentials [15, 39]. Their

latency seems longer, at least when measured at

Cz for slow speeds [66]. Dominant positive peaks

have also been reported [67].

Other types of motion-related VEPs

In addition to other brain areas, pattern reversal

stimuli also activate area MT [53, 68, 69]. The

assumption that a pattern reversal stimulus is

virtually identical to a motion stimulus [70] is

probably too simplistic, but there is increasing

evidence that at least some components of pattern-

reversal VEPs are in part evoked by the apparent

motion that occurs during the reversal. This has in

particular been suggested for the N2 deflection,

based on curve shape, stimulus contrast effects, and

adaptability [19, 21, 71–73]. On the other hand, at

least parts of the pattern-reversal P100 have

recently been reported to have its origin in area

V3 and MT [74], though the stimuli used in that

study where not very typical and the results

contradict with several earlier studies. Interestingly,

the pattern reversal P100 is also drastically reduced

with simulated nystagmus [75], which might hint

towards a connection to motion processing. Clarke

[76] found that simultaneous motion-onset does not

change the response to pattern onset. In contrast,

Mackie et al. [77] did find such changes. The

authors suggest that simultaneous pattern and

motion onset evokes responses similar to a super-

position of separately-measured pattern-onset and

motion-onset potentials, but the study does not

actually verify this directly. Buchner et al. [78]

report that pattern-reversal evokes an early nega-

tivity with an onset around 30 ms and a peak around

45 ms that originates from the vicinity of MT.

Most studies have focused on transient or

steady-state motion VEPs. Patzwahl et al. [79]

were an exception. They used DC amplifiers to

record sustained neural activation to ongoing

object motion.
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It is beyond the scope of this review to address

event-related potential components associated

with cognitive processing, such as the P300 [e.g.,

80–82] or changes in certain EEG frequency

bands [e.g., 83, 84]. The fields of object motion

[e.g., 85] and biological motion [e.g., 86] are also

largely spared. Although this review focuses on

perceptually continuous motion, studies on two-

frame apparent motion are included where par-

ticularly relevant.

Recordings and analysis

Stimulus patterns

A wide range of patterns can be used for recording

a motion-onset VEP. Random-dot patterns, sine

wave gratings and checkerboard or dartboard

patterns have been frequently used. From a

theoretical viewpoint, the spatial frequency distri-

bution of a pattern might matter. For instance,

spatial and temporal parameters are linked by the

speed of the stimulus. Furthermore, many models

of motion perception, such as the Hassenstein-

Reichard detector [87, 88], are sensitive to changes

in temporal parameters. Practically, the effect of

the stimulus pattern seems to be minor [17, 36, 89,

90]. For central presentation, the size of the

stimulus field has only little effect [89].

The motion-processing mechanisms are rela-

tively sensitive to low-contrast stimuli. Conse-

quently, contrasts in the range of 2% are still

sufficient to evoke a large VEP response [18–20]

and many studies use low-contrast patterns in

order to enhance the motion-specificity of the

VEP responses. Very low-contrasts result in

increased latencies [19]. A very low luminance

of 0.003cd/m2 is sufficient for evoking a motion

response [91, 92].

Direction and speed

Generally, motion-onset VEPs can be evoked by

any direction of movement. However, radial

motion seems to yield higher amplitudes [93] and

has been proposed to reduce optokinetic nystag-

mus [42, 93]. Expansion was found to elicit larger

responses than other directions [94, 95]. Since

radial motion may be perceived as a flow field

similar to those associated with a forward or

backward movement in space, additional cortical

circuits might be stimulated, such as the vestibular

cortex [96]. A higher amplitude for radial motion

agrees well with the recent psychophysical findings

that thresholds in a motion discrimination task are

lowest for radial motion [97]. Tobimatsu et al. [98]

found a larger N2 for horizontal motion, while

their VEPs to radial motion are dominated by a

positive deflection around 200 ms. Since they

report only few stimulus details, it is difficult to

estimate where the differences to the aforemen-

tioned studies originate from. For rotating pat-

terns, N2 amplitudes and latencies do not depend

on the direction of motion [91]. Using gratings that

moved orthogonally to their orientation, Maffei

and Campbell [99] showed that lower steady-state

amplitudes are obtained for oblique motion direc-

tions than for cardinal directions, though several

stimulus details of that study are unclear. They did

not find such an effect in the electroretinogram.

Delon-Martin et al. [95] report that the type of

movement (translation, contraction, expansion,

rotation) differentially affects the strength and

temporal characteristics of extrastriate and parie-

tal activations.

As a general rule, latency decreases and the

amplitude increases with increasing speed [e.g., 21,

45, 67, 100–102]. In a study by Kuba and Kubová

[15], however, the most negative N2 was found for

speeds around 6�/s, with an increase of the P1

amplitude and a roughly constant P1–N2-differ-

ence for higher speeds. Typical speeds are in the

range of 1–10�/s, but higher speeds have been used

by some investigators. Varying the speed of a light

spot in six steps from 0.4 to 500�/s in an MEG

experiment, Kawakami et al. [103] have probably

tested the widest speed range of any study.

While the angular speed (usually measured in

degrees per second) is most commonly used to

describe motion stimuli, occasionally the contrast

(or temporal) frequency (in Hertz) is given

instead, in particular for regular gratings. It rep-

resents the frequency of the flicker that occurs at

any given spot within the stimulus field while the

stimulus pattern is moving across. It has been

suggested that a sufficiently low contrast

frequency (< 6 Hz) is important for recording
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motion-onset VEPs [15, 104]. It is not clear,

however, to what degree this favors either the

magnocellular or the parvocellular pathway, since

their respective temporal frequency sensitivities

are largely overlapping with a slightly higher

sensitivity of the magnocellular pathway for high

frequencies [3].

Most of the more recent studies used pixel-

based computer monitors for stimulus display.

Strictly speaking, the motion is therefore not

continuous. Nevertheless, it is assumed that for

most purposes the approximation is sufficiently

good and studies on apparent motion (see further

below) suggest that the same cortical mechanisms

are involved in the processing of apparent and

continuous motion.

Stimulation schemes

A series of studies have demonstrated that

adaptation during repeated stimulation is a cru-

cial problem in the experimental design that can

be alleviated by inserting long stationary intervals

between motion epochs [35–38]. Bach and Ullrich

[39] have analyzed this quantitatively by varying

the duty cycle (i.e. motion duration divided by

total trial duration). In typical low-adaptation

experiments, stimulation sequences for motion-

onset VEPs often consist of brief motion epochs

of 200–300 ms duration, separated by stationary

epochs of 2–3 s, keeping the duty cycle in the

range of 10–15%. One should be aware, though,

that local luminance adaptation may occur during

stationary epochs. This has been suggested by

Heinrich et al. [17] and might also cause the

‘sustained component’ described by Markwardt

et al. [90], which oscillates with a frequency

corresponding to the temporal frequency of the

stimulus.

In order to isolate ‘veridical’, i.e. direction-

specific, motion responses, several approaches

have been proposed for motion-onset VEPs. In

one of them, the interval between two test motion

epochs is filled with motion having a direction

opposite to the test motion, leaving just a short

stationary epoch before the onset of the test

motion [e.g., 25, 41, 45]. This anti-directional

motion ensures that non-direction-specific corti-

cal circuits are adapted, leaving the response

dominated by direction-specific mechanisms that

are sensitive to the test direction. Another

approach is the use of a flickering stimulus to

adapt the non-specific circuits. This can be

achieved by assigning a limited lifetime to each

dot of a random dot pattern, as suggested by

Maurer and Bach [46]. It has the additional

advantage that the transition between a flickering

stimulus and a motion stimulus should be largely

invisible for non-directional mechanisms. Under

the conditions tested by Maurer and Bach,

though, the response did not become completely

direction-selective. In many cases, adapting with

anti-directional motion seems to be the more

reliable approach since it ensures that the tem-

poral characteristics of adaptation and test stimuli

match. However, in cases where the experimental

paradigm does not allow for anti-directional

adaptation, the second approach will be valuable.

A third way of isolating veridical motion re-

sponses is to measure responses to motion and to

noise separately and then subtract the two

resulting curves, ideally leaving only the direc-

tion-specific component [105].

For motion-reversal stimuli, a different method

has been proposed. The issue here is that the

position of a pattern would be exactly repeated

before and after a reversal. Wattam-Bell [57] has

solved this problem by replacing the random-dot

stimulus by a new uncorrelated pattern both at

the times of the reversals and midway between the

reversals. The recording is then analyzed in

the frequency domain, where the response at the

reversal rate reflects directional processes, while

responses associated with pattern changes are

found at twice the reversal rate. However, this

method does not take into account that the

direction-selective response itself might contain

harmonics, even in absence of the pattern replace-

ment. These harmonics would be discarded

together with the pattern-replacement response.

Recording locations

Which electrode locations should be chosen if

only a small number of channels is available? For

the N2 component Göpfert et al. [48] have

suggested positions 5 cm to the left and right of

Oz (see American Encephalographic Society
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[106] for nomenclature and locations of EEG

standard positions). This has been adopted by a

series of studies [e.g., 17, 19, 107]. More recently,

some studies used EEG standard positions such

as O1, O2, PO7, and PO8 [42, 108]. Other positions

used include Oz and Cz, usually in addition to the

occipito-temporal electrodes.

Linked ears have frequently been used as a

reference. Some studies compared how the Oz

recording changes if the reference is changed

from the ears to a frontal position, as recom-

mended by the ISCEV standard for flash and

pattern VEP measurements [109]. They found

that the curve shape changes somewhat [e.g., 15],

and that the N2 amplitude may be reduced [39].

Similar findings were reported by Kuba [16] for

the occipito-temporal derivations. Multi-elec-

trode topographic mapping studies [16, 28] may

be used to estimate the effect of arbitrary

reference locations.

As already mentioned, the N2 amplitude is

often lateralized. Therefore, in some studies a

‘virtual electrode’ was introduced corresponding

to the occipito-temporal electrode with the larg-

est response as determined individually for each

subject [e.g., 42, 107, 110].

Analysis

The motion-onset VEP consists of a superposition

of several components. Assumptions regarding

the exact nature of this superposition will influ-

ence the choice of analysis procedures. Those

studies that employed only a small set of elec-

trodes usually assessed the peak amplitude of the

N2 negativity. It has been proposed that the

preceding positivity is actually only the beginning

of a longer-lasting component which is largely

masked by the N2 deflection [17, 108], which is

supported by topographic studies showing that

with strong adaptation a stable occipital positivity

persists until around 170–180 ms after motion

onset [111]. This does not necessarily mean that

measuring the difference between P1 and N2

peak values is the most appropriate measure for

determining the size of the N2 peak. Rather,

changes in the size of N2 might affect the size of

P1 without indicating any change in the underly-

ing positivity. One future possibility to disentan-

gle superimposed components might be through

modeling of the neural response and determining

the parameters of the model. A first attempt to

apply this approach to motion VEPs has been

made by Kremláček et al. [112].

In order to quantify the veridical motion

response contained in N2, some studies measured

N2 amplitudes as the percentage of the una-

dapted baseline amplitude that remained after

anti-directional adaptation [41, 45]. As the rela-

tive contributions of motion and flicker responses

might vary between subjects, there is no guaran-

tee that this approach will reduce inter-subject

variability. Furthermore, the method is usually

inadequate in those cases where the ‘flicker

response’ varies with experimental conditions

[17]. Problems also arise if the N2 peak does

not reach below zero in strongly adapted states, as

this would yield negative percentages. In many

cases, taking absolute amplitude values obtained

with anti-directional adaptation might therefore

be the best solution. Many of the studies cited in

the following sections did not attempt to isolate

veridical motion responses, though this will not

always be mentioned explicitly.

If the VEP was recorded with a dense array of

electrodes covering the whole head, various

further analysis techniques can be applied, such

as principle or independent component analysis

[111, 113, 114] and source localization [e.g., 23, 28,

78].

Steady-state VEPs can be analyzed in the

frequency domain, where the response can be

found at the frequency corresponding to the

stimulation rate and/or its harmonics1. In addition

to its elegance, this type of analysis also facilitates

statistical assessment [115, 116]. However, steady-

state potentials can be difficult to interpret since

different components of the single-stimulus re-

sponses may be superimposed destructively. Fur-

thermore the common practice of only evaluating

a single harmonic might miss important features

of the signal.

1 Strictly speaking, the frequency of a motion-reversal
stimulus is equal to half the reversal rate since one
stimulus period encompasses both parts of the ‘back and
forth’ movement.
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Applications in basic research

Development and aging of motion-sensitive

mechanisms

De Vries et al. [117] investigated the develop-

ment of motion-sensitive systems using a complex

definition of motion specificity and correcting for

the individual development of contrast responses.

Since their stimulation sequence most likely

resulted in a considerable amount of adaptation,

the results are difficult to interpret.

Norcia et al. [118] discovered that an asymme-

try in monocularly recorded steady state VEPs

recorded to apparent motion is present in infants

of 6 months and younger. Wattam-Bell [57]

recorded steady-state reversal VEPs in infants at

two speeds. They found first significant direction-

specific responses for speeds of 5�/s after approx-

imately 10 weeks of age. At around 13 weeks of

age, the response to 20�/s became significant with

the responses to the slower speed still being larger.

By the end of the study, the response amplitudes

were equal. Braddick et al. [119] measured mo-

tion-reversal and orientation-change steady-state

VEPs in infants in the age of 5–18 weeks and

found that the first harmonic of the signal became

significant at a later age for motion than for

orientation stimuli, which may be interpreted as

evidence for a separate development of motion

and orientation selectivity. It should be noted,

though, that looking at the first harmonic only

might not provide a full account of all relevant age-

related changes in the signal, and furthermore

some of the orientation response might be caused

by local luminance effects despite the precautions

taken in the design of the experiment and motion

adaptation might additionally affect the results.

Several studies have used oscillatory displacement

stimuli, where a pattern jumps between two

position thereby producing two-frame apparent

motion. Infants at 7 weeks of age need 10 times

larger displacements than adults to evoke a VEP

response. At 1 year of age, there is still a factor of

five between infants and adults. Infants also

exhibit a nasalward/temporalward asymmetry in

their motion response [120]. This diminishes by

6–8 months and neonates also do not exhibit

motion VEP asymmetry [121].

Hollants-Gilhuijs et al. [49] have shown that

the hemispheric asymmetry also undergoes devel-

opmental changes. In children, the strongest VEP

response for hemifield stimulation is found in the

ipsilateral hemisphere. In adults, on the other

hand, one hemisphere is dominant irrespective of

the stimulated hemifield. With peripheral stimu-

lation, however, Mitchell and Neville [122] found

a stronger response in the contralateral hemi-

sphere for adults but not for children. Comparing

subjects in the age range of 21–72 years and

stimulus contrasts of 0.04 and 93%, Korth et al.

[123] found that latencies generally increase with

age, while amplitude reductions only occurred for

low-contrasts. A latency increase with age for

adults above 18 years was also reported by

Langrová et al. [124], who did not find a system-

atic amplitude effect using a stimulus contrast of

10%. For children and adolescents, Langrová

et al. found a continuous reduction in latency by a

total of about 100 ms in the tested age range of 5–

18 years of age. This agrees with Mitchell and

Neville [122], who furthermore note that children

generally produce ‘unorganized’ motion VEPs.

Processing of motion seems to mature at an even

later age than processing of color [125].

Direction bandwidth

Using an adaptation paradigm with test directions

varied in steps of 45� relative to the adaptation

direction, Hoffmann et al. [41] estimated that the

direction specificity of adaptation has a band-

width in the order of 90� (FWHM). In a

subsequent and more elaborate study, Maurer

et al. [44] computed the direction bandwidth of

neural motion detectors from a population model

that used N2 amplitudes as input parameters. In

that study, test directions were sampled in steps of

15� and the estimated detector bandwidth was 62�
at occipito-temporal electrodes.

Spatial and temporal stimulus characteristics

and speed

As mentioned earlier, N2 latency decreases and

the amplitude increases with increasing speed. In

steady-state reversal VEPs, however, Wattam-

Bell [57] found a maximum amplitude at 20�/s.
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The reason for the difference between N2 ampli-

tudes and steady-state responses is unknown.

Besides a real decline of the neural response for

high speeds, there is also the possibility that

changes in the shape of the response evoked by a

single reversal might result in a smaller steady-

state response even in cases where the single-

response amplitude does not decrease. Also, the

analysis might have interpreted the occurrence of

a higher harmonic as a response decrease.

Several studies investigated the underlying

cortical mechanisms in more detail. Particularly

interesting is the question whether speed is coded

additively (i.e. higher speed results in larger

responses of the same neural population) or

whether there are ‘speed channels’ (i.e. distinct

neural populations process or code different,

though possibly overlapping, speed ranges).

Müller et al. [100] investigated test speeds up to

approximately 6�/s and found evidence for addi-

tive coding within broad speed channels. In their

experiment, as an overall trend, adaptation at a

certain speed affected VEPs to all test speeds to a

similar degree, and higher adaptation speeds

resulted in more adaptation. Results for their

highest adaptation speed (4�/s), however, did not

fit into this scheme. In a later study, Müller et al.

[126] report that adaptation speeds of 1 and 4�/s

for adaptation produce the same amount of

adaptation when a 2�/s test stimulus is used. The

authors interpret this as evidence that there is

more than one speed channel involved, based on

the following reasoning: The motion response

increases with speed. A higher speed should

therefore result in more adaptation. If the range

of speeds was covered by only one speed channel,

then adapting with 4�/s should cause more reduc-

tion of the VEP than 1�/s. In a further study [127]

the authors found some difference between the

amounts of adaptation induced by slower and

faster motion, which was explained by differences

in adaptation time constants that might have had

more effect in this latter study due to the timing

of the stimuli. Müller et al. [43] provided further

evidence for the existence of channels by com-

bining psychophysical measurements with VEPs.

Heinrich et al. [45] have shown that adaptation

with very high stimulus speed (32�/s) does not

result in a reduction of the direction-specific

response to low speeds (3.5�/s) and vice versa,

suggesting that the two speeds are processed by

separate speed- and direction-selective channels.

A major question in motion processing is

whether there are mechanisms that are speed-

tuned irrespective of the spatial properties of the

stimulus pattern. The literature is not consistent

in this respect. According to Göpfert et al. [89],

spatial frequency does not affect N2 amplitude.

Markwardt et al. [90] report that stimulus speed is

the determining factor for N2 amplitude and

latency. Wang et al. [128], on the other hand,

suggest that the MEG amplitude depends in a

complex manner on temporal and spatial fre-

quency, while it is only the latency that reflects

stimulus speed. Heinrich et al. [17] have investi-

gated the pattern-specificity of motion adapta-

tion. Using sine wave gratings as well as

one-dimensional and two-dimensional noise, they

found that adaptation is largest if both adapting

and test stimuli use the same pattern type. Even

though some adaptation might be inherited from

earlier areas, these results show that processing in

MT is at least indirectly affected by the stimulus

pattern rather than by stimulus speed alone.

Using a moving bar, Gallichio and Andreassi

[129] report that both apparent motion and

continuous motion (as approximated on a CRT

screen) evoke similar responses. They found

small differences, but these might originate from

the inevitable physical differences between the

stimuli rather than from fundamental difference

between both stimulus types. This assumption is

further supported by two MEG studies in which

apparent motion activated area MT like contin-

uous motion [130] and in which the amplitude was

closely correlated to subjective estimates of

motion smoothness [131].

Adaptation and its temporal dynamics

As mentioned earlier, adaptation is a crucial factor

in the design of motion VEP experiments and can

be used as a tool to investigate functionally defined

neural populations. A qualitative investigation by

Wist et al. [40] suggests that the time constants of

adaptation of the motion-onset VEP are in the

range of several seconds. Hoffmann et al. [107]

tracked the time course of adaptation assuming an
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exponential characteristic. They report time con-

stants of 2.5 and 10.2 s for adaptation and recov-

ery, respectively, of the occipito-temporal N2

component. This study did not distinguish between

direction-specific and non-specific responses since

the composition of the N2 was not known at that

time. Nevertheless, the time constants are of the

same order of magnitude as those measured

psychophysically, which are also in the range of

several seconds, depending on stimulus speed [107,

132, 133]. Uusitalo et al. [134] presented motion

epochs of 45 ms in sequences with various inter-

stimulus intervals and computed a recovery time

constant of 0.8 s. This is substantially shorter than

psychophysical results, but similar time constants

have been found for short-term adaptation in

macaques [61]. Taken together, the studies by

Hoffmann et al. [107] and by Uusitalo et al. [134]

suggest that adaptation occurs on various temporal

scales, probably with different underlying mecha-

nisms. Interestingly, adaptation does not seem to

affect N2 latency [40].

Prompted by animal studies and theoretical

models, Heinrich et al. [108] assessed whether the

continuousness of the adapting motion affects

adaptation. They did not find a sizable effect when

they varied the onset rates of intermittent motion

between 1.4 and 5.6 onsets/s while keeping the

duty cycle constant. Amano et al. [135] report that

MEG responses measured to speed changes are

larger during an adapted state, paralleling psycho-

physical findings. This supports the idea that

adaptation might be a means of optimizing the

dynamic range of perception [c.f. 136].

Kobayashi et al. [64] aimed at measuring a

neural correlate of the perceptual motion after-

effect. The authors presented either 10.8 s of

continuous unidirectional motion or, for the same

duration, oscillatory motion reversing every 2.4 s.

They compared the responses after motion offset

and found an increased positivity around 160 ms.

However, the study does not separate correlates

of the perceptual motion aftereffect from differ-

ences in the motion-offset response due to adap-

tation-related changes in the activation level of

motion-processing mechanisms.

Kremláček et al. [137] found that a further

effect can affect the N2, which they interpreted as

a mismatch negativity (MMN) and which might

potentially be confounded with adaptation. Such

a component is known primarily from auditory

evoked potentials and is considered to be unre-

lated to adaptation [138]. It occurs with stimuli

that are presented infrequently within a series of

repeated stimuli. In the study by Kremláček et al.,

the effect manifests itself as a more negative

potential for rare stimuli in the time range of 145–

260 ms. Their stimulus sequence largely excludes

adaptation (or the lack thereof) as a confounder.

Color

If isoluminant rather than luminance-defined pat-

terns are used, motion-onset VEPs differ in a

number of properties [22, 139–141]. At speeds of

less than 2 cycles/s, amplitudes are reduced and

latencies are longer. In an MEG study, Anderson

et al. [4] found that area MT does not respond to

isoluminant motion stimuli. Morand et al. [142]

investigated motion processing in the koniocellu-

lar pathway by using ‘tritan’ (S cone isolating)

stimuli, but without assessing the motion-specific-

ity of the VEP responses. Tritan and luminance-

defined motion produced similar responses, lead-

ing to the conclusion that koniocellular and

magnocellular pathways share the same neural

substrate for motion processing. In addition, early

(�40 ms) activations were found for the tritan

stimuli. It is not fully clear whether these are

color-related rather than motion-related.

Second-order motion

Victor and Conte [143] found no difference in

motion VEPs when comparing first- and second-

order motion. Ellemberg et al. [144] raised the

concern that the stimuli used by Victor and Conte

did not represent pure second-order motion, due

to the relatively large size of the checks from

which the stimulus was constructed. Therefore,

they performed a similar experiment with im-

proved second-order stimuli and found that

latencies are longer for second-order than first-

order stimuli. Furthermore, higher contrasts are

needed for second-order motion to evoke a

sizable response. Chakor et al. [54] reinvestigated

the issue with reversal VEPs and found that the

latency is only increased at low contrasts. With a
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second-order stimulus based on the local speed of

a dot pattern, Sofue et al. [145] did not obtain any

MEG response.

Eye movements

Both stimulus motion and eye motion can result

in identical retinal motion. Nevertheless, the

visual world seems stable during eye move-

ments. Thier et al. [146] investigated this using

the Filehne illusion. They found the first effect

in the VEP around 300 ms and concluded that

the distinction between both types of motion is

achieved upstream from area MT from which

the earlier N2 arises. Hoffmann and Bach [147]

compared conditions where retinally identical

motion is induced either through eye move-

ments, through physical stimulus motion during

fixation, or through stimulus motion during eye

movements. They isolated a correlate of head-

centric motion detection that peaked around

the same time as the N2 and was localized

occipitally. A second component occurred

around 300 ms occipitotemporally. Tikhonov

et al. [148] compared two conditions where

the same stimuli and eye movements yielded

different percepts due to changes of a reference

stimulus and obtained an effect with the same

latency as the N2 in Hoffmann and Bach’s

study, but with a different scalp distribution and

a likely origin in the medial parietooccipital

sulcus.

Armington and Bloom [149] measured the

retinal and cortical potentials evoked by saccadic

image shifts. For both, they found a high corre-

lation between the response amplitude and the

magnitude of the saccade. Since an occipital

bipolar pair of electrodes was used, the responses

cannot be compared directly to other studies.

However, the timing suggests that they do not

simply reflect the neural processes that initiate

the saccades or electrooculographic crosstalk.

Kleiser and Skrandies [150] used VEPs to inves-

tigate motion processing during saccadic eye

movements. They found that global field power

and latencies were unchanged by saccades, but

the topographic distribution changed signifi-

cantly. They concluded that extraretinal informa-

tion is used to extract velocity information and

that identical stimuli activate different neural

populations during saccades than during fixation.

Attention, task effects and interactions with

other sensory modalities

Torriente et al. [151] report a reduction of the N2

amplitude when they instructed the subjects to

attend to static rather than moving line elements

in a transparent motion display. PazoAlvares

et al. [152] found an increase in N2 amplitude

for a rare (‘deviant’) motion direction, compared

to a frequent motion direction, even if subjects

had to attend to unrelated stimuli presented at

the location of the fixation mark. This effect

declines with age [153].

Anllo-Vento and Hillyard [154] used apparent

motion and color to assess location and feature

based attention in the dorsal and ventral streams.

They found effects of location based attention to

include the time interval of the motion N2, while

feature based attention effects were found at later

times intervals. Both types of attention yielded

more negative signals in the occipito-temporal

region, that were interpreted as selection nega-

tivities. Martı́n-Loeches et al. [155] also used

apparent object motion as a dorsal-stream stim-

ulus. Subjects had to attend to one of the two

possible motion directions. The study found a

smaller N2 amplitude for attended motion direc-

tions that was interpreted as a selection positivity.

It is not fully clear from these two studies whether

the selection positivities and negativities reflect

the attentional process itself or represent a

modulation of the activity that is associated with

stimulus processing. However, Anllo-Vento and

Hillyard [154] report that attention to color and

to motion direction exhibited different scalp

distributions. This suggests that there are at least

separate mechanisms for color and motion. Val-

des-Sosa et al. [156] used transparent motion to

investigate the effect of attention. When subjects

attended to one of the moving planes, N2 ampli-

tudes recorded to changes in direction of the

other plane were drastically reduced.

Niedeggen et al. [157] investigated whether

transient motion blindness in a dual task paradigm

is occurring at the stage of sensory processing. The

subjects had to detect brief periods of coherent
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motion among periods of incoherent motion. The

coherent motion was cued by a color stimulus, but

detection of the coherent epoch was impaired

when it occurred within 300 ms after the cue. The

study showed that both the motion N2 and the

cognitive P300 component were reduced, but only

the P300 showed a correlation with the psycho-

physical performance in individual trials, suggest-

ing that sensory processing does not account for

the impairment in coherence detection. This was

confirmed by a second study, where Niedeggen

et al. [158] recorded VEPs to motion distractors to

track sensory processing. In an experiment involv-

ing direction changes of two transparently moving

surfaces, Rodrı́guez and Valdés-Sosa [159] inves-

tigated how the occurrence of one stimulus affects

the N2 recorded to a second stimulus that was

presented shortly after the first one. They found

reduced amplitudes when subjects incorrectly

identified the direction of the second stimulus,

and a marked reduction if the two stimuli occurred

on different rather than the same motion surfaces,

consistent with psychophysical performance.

Using a shape-deforming motion stimulus, Fort

et al. [160] demonstrated that N2 amplitude and

latency are affected by the type of the subject’s

task. In an identification task, the amplitude was

larger, while onset, peak and offset latencies of

the N2 were longer than in a detection task.

Effects of cross-modal attention were analyzed

by Beer and Röder [161]. They provided the

subjects with auditory and visual motion stimuli

and required them to perform either an auditory

or a visual task. All effects in the motion VEP

occurred later than the N2 component.

Armstrong et al. [162] found that the process-

ing of visual motion, but not color, is affected in

congenitally deaf subjects. In particular, the N2

was larger and more anteriorly distributed than in

hearing subjects. Chlubnová et al. [104], on the

other hand, report smaller amplitudes for deaf

subjects. The authors explained this lack of

agreement with differences in the stimulus selec-

tivity for the magnocellular system.

Probst and Wist [163] report that all compo-

nents of the motion VEP are affected by vestib-

ular stimulation through passive head

movements, while there was only little effect on

pattern reversal stimuli.

Organization of visual motion processing

Retinal motion processing

As reviewed by Bach and Hoffmann [164], in many

lower vertebrates motion is already processed on a

retinal level. Little or no retinal motion processing,

as defined by its direction-selectivity, has been

reported for higher animals, including primates. In

humans, this has been investigated by measuring

the electroretinogram (ERG) evoked by motion

onset. No evidence for motion-specific processing

was found. There is no directional adaptation [164]

and the ERG amplitude changes linearly with

contrast [165]. The shape of the ERG trace is

substantially affected by the stimulus speed [164,

165]. Interestingly, the motion-onset VEP is still

recordable at luminance levels below the minimum

luminance required for motion ERGs [91].

Cortical areas involved in motion processing

Recent multi-channel studies [27, 28] suggest that

the N2 component consists of several subcompo-

nents that are separated by a delay of 20 ms and

appear to originate from V3A and MT, respectively.

This agrees well with imaging studies [e.g. 31] that

report V3A to be involved in motion processing.

Based on MEG and electrocorticogram recordings

together with data from cortical stimulation, Mat-

sumoto et al. [166] propose that area MT is com-

posed of several subregions that account for the N2

and later responses, and for perceptual phenomena

such as motion in depth. Uusitalo et al. [167]

identified a complex network of sources accounting

for various transient and sustained MEG activa-

tions during the processing of motion and pattern

onset. The authors suggest that motion-related

cortical areas generally respond to any transient

stimulus changes. It is interesting to note that the N2

latency agrees much better with the timing of single-

unit recordings from the adjacent area MST, rather

than with recordings from MT [168].

Eccentricity and cortical magnification

Kubová et al. [14] compared stimulation of the

macula with stimulation of the surrounding retina

and found a much smaller difference for the
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motion VEP N2 (measured as average of P1–N2

and N2–P3 differences) amplitude than for the

pattern-reversal VEP response (measured as

average of N1–P1 and P1–N2 differences).

Schlykowa et al. [38] measured how the response

changes when the same motion stimulus is

presented at various eccentricities. They found

that the amplitude is less reduced for large

eccentricities than predicted from V1 cortical

magnification, but rather resembles roughly the

point image size scaling in MT. There is a possible

confounder, though, since the spatial frequency of

the stimulus was not adjusted to match cortical

magnification. When Müller et al. [169] took

cortical magnification of V1 into account for

stimulus size, spatial frequency, and speed, they

found that amplitudes are constant across eccen-

tricities. Kremláček et al. [170] stimulated at

higher eccentricities then most other studies, up

to 42� horizontally and 30� vertically. They report

that latencies were shorter and amplitudes were

larger in the lower visual field. The amplitude

effect depended on the electrode position. Con-

sistent with MacKay and Rietveld [13] and

Yokoyama et al. [171], but contrary to Takao

and Miyata [172], in most recordings there was no

amplitude reversal between upper and lower

fields as would be expected for V1. N2 latencies

decreased with eccentricity. Dagnelie et al. [72]

obtained no motion response for foveal stimula-

tion in monkeys. Kremláček et al. [170] found a

paradoxical lateralization of amplitude and la-

tency for large eccentricities.

V1–MT hierarchical processing

A few studies have used coherence onset in order

to isolate higher-level motion processing. The

idea is that local motion is processed in V1, while

MT is more specialized in processing global

patterns of motion. Coherence onset experiments

typically use random dot fields. During incoher-

ent motion phases, each dot has an individual,

random, direction. This would only stimulate V1

neurons. During coherent motion phases, all (or a

large fraction) of the dots move in the same

direction. This would stimulate both V1 and MT

neurons. An abrupt transition from incoherent to

coherent motion would therefore be an

MT-specific motion onset. Some evidence for this

is provided by Niedeggen and Wist [173] who

investigated the topography of the coherence-

onset response. However, a number of studies

suggest that MT is activated by both coherent and

incoherent motion. Recording multi-unit activity

and current source density with a chronically

implanted probe, Ulbert et al. [174] identified a

complex pattern of activity across MT laminae in

humans, reflecting both coherent and incoherent

motion. Lam et al. [175] report that MEG

responses for the two motion types are similar,

though not identical, in most respects including

the dependence on stimulus speed. Maruyama

et al. [101] found a stronger speed dependence of

the MEG amplitude for coherent than incoherent

motion. Lam et al. [176] presented incoherent

motion on a background of coherent motion.

They revealed a complex dependence of the

MEG responses on the speeds of the two motions

and concluded that there are interactions in the

processing of the two motion types.

In a coherence onset experiment, Niedeggen and

Wist [177] discovered that orthogonal transparent

motion evokes a smaller response than the motion

of just one single dot pattern. This is surprising,

since one would assume that the two moving

patterns in the case of transparent motion should

stimulate twice as many MT neurons than the single

pattern. Using MEG, Aspell et al. [178] found that

a response at around 230 ms after coherence onset

originates from around MT or V3. The latency

decreased and the amplitude increased with

increasing coherence. The study identified a second

source in the superior temporal sulcus (STS). In

most cases, the sources were lateralized, but MT/V3

and STS activated different hemispheres. Amano

et al. [179] investigated whether coherence-onset

responses in the MEG predict reaction times. They

found that the time at which the temporally

integrated motion response reaches a threshold

correlates well with the reaction time (regression

slope � 1), better than peak time or the time when

the non-integrated signal reaches a threshold.

Direct pathways to area MT

ffytche et al. [180] investigated the spatio–tem-

poral characteristics of very early (35–105 ms)
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cortical responses to motion. Their findings sug-

gest that slow motion activates first V1 and

subsequently MT, while fast motion activates

MT first. This indicates the presence of a direct

pathway to MT, bypassing V1. The time course

agrees well with Buchner et al. [78], who found

that pattern-reversal stimuli activate MT starting

from 30 ms, clearly before the onset of activity in

the striate cortex at around 50 ms. On the other

hand, Azzopardi et al. [168] did not find a

selective reduction in response magnitude in MT

neurons for slow speeds when V1 was lesioned.

The conclusion by ffytche et al. is supported by

Schoenfeld et al. [181], who used a bright flash to

temporarily deactivate V1. A subsequently pre-

sented motion stimulus evoked an N2 component

that appeared to originate from MT. A simple

luminance stimulus did not evoke a sizable

response. Further evidence comes from Benson

et al. [182], who recorded motion-onset potentials

from a blindsight patient with V1 lesions who was

unaware of the motion, but could guess the

direction of motion accurately.

Clinical research and diagnosis

Most applications in clinical research and diag-

nosis have not distinguished between directional

and non-directional responses. For diagnostic

purposes this is not necessarily a problem. What

counts here is sensitivity and specificity as well as

practicability in clinical routine use. Whether the

stimulation of motion-processing mechanisms is

selective or not is irrelevant if the other criteria

are met. Of course, there might be cases where

the use of direction selective motion-VEPs is

beneficial even for purely diagnostic purposes.

For all proposed diagnostic applications dis-

cussed below, longitudinal studies are missing, and

most studies only included a relatively small num-

ber of patients. In many cases, the motivation for

using motion VEPs is an assumed involvement of

magnocellular or dorsal-stream neural mechanisms.

Glaucoma

Evidence from animal models regarding the

magnocellular system being particularly affected

by glaucoma is contradictory [183] and psycho-

physical evidence for a specific effect of glaucoma

on motion processing is weak (see review in

[184]). Nevertheless, the idea that glaucoma

might be detected using motion VEPs attracted

interest. Results by Kubová et al. [110] suggest

that the amplitude of the N2 is hardly affected by

chronic glaucoma, while the latency appears to be

a more sensitive indicator of glaucoma than the

pattern-reversal P100 latency. In a study by Korth

et al. [123] both amplitude and latency were

affected in patients with open-angle glaucoma.

In a multivariate approach, they found a sensi-

tivity of 77% at a specificity of 90% when

combining several stimulus conditions and both

latency and amplitude information. It is yet

unclear whether motion VEPs could compete

with the pattern electroretinogram, for which

prospective studies suggest a high predictive

value [185, 186].

Optic neuritis and multiple sclerosis

Kubová and Kuba [187] report that the motion

VEP exhibits less latency increase in retrobul-

bar neuritis than the pattern-reversal VEP.

However, motion VEP latency appeared to be

more sensitive in the detection of multiple

sclerosis. A subsequent study [188] suggests

that both VEP types, pattern reversal and

motion onset, can be affected independently in

multiple sclerosis while retrobulbar neuritis is

always associated with an increased latency in

the pattern-reversal VEP. The diagnostic spec-

ificity of the motion VEP in these studies is

unclear, though, and other authors report less

promising results. In a study by Herbst et al.

[189], the mean latency of the N2 (measured at

the Pz electrode) was significantly increased in

multiple sclerosis compared to a control group,

but only few individual patients had latencies

beyond the normal range as defined by the

control group. This is consistent with results by

Tobimatsu and Kato [190], who had the lowest

detection rate for optic neuritis and multiple

sclerosis for VEPs evoked by apparent motion

stimuli, compared to various other achromatic

and chromatic stimuli. In their sample of

patients, all abnormalities detected with the
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motion stimuli could also be detected with some

of the other stimulus types.

Amblyopia

Kubová and Kuba [187] and Kubová et al. [191]

found that motion-onset N2s obtained with the

amblyopic eye differ neither in amplitude nor in

latency from those obtained with the normal

fellow eye. Motion-onset VEPs did not change

with visual acuity. The pattern-reversal P100, on

the other hand, showed a decrease in amplitude

and an increase in latency, both correlating with

visual acuity. In these studies, both motion and

pattern-reversal stimuli had a contrast of 90%.

There are at least four possible interpretations for

this result:

1. The motion system (and possibly the magno-

cellular system and dorsal stream in general)

might be relatively spared by amblyopia, as

suggested by Kubová et al. [191]. It is unclear

how this could be reconciled with psycho-

physical studies that report the motion system

to be affected [e.g., 192, 193]

2. For the motion system, amblyopia might be

equivalent to a reduced stimulus contrast.

Since the response characteristic of the

motion system saturates for relatively low

contrasts, the amblyopia-induced contrast

reduction would not have an effect.

3. Area MT and the motion VEP seem relatively

insensitive to the details of the stimulus

pattern. It might therefore make little differ-

ence if earlier processing stages provide only a

degraded stimulus representation to the high-

er stages of the motion processing system.

4. In recent psychophysical study, Ho et al.

[194] found that motion processing is not

only impaired for the amblyopic eye, but also

for the fellow eye. Thus, studies comparing

both eyes might fail to reveal an effect even if

it was actually present. Furthermore, Ellem-

berg et al. [192] showed that monocular

deprivation results in a smaller deficit in

motion perception than binocular depriva-

tion. Thus, collaborative interactions between

the inputs from the two eyes during develop-

ment, rather than sparing of the motion

system as such, might partly account for lack

of an effect in the motion VEPs in monocular

amblyopia.

Strabismus and nystagmus

There might be interconnections between the

development of binocular vision and motion

processing that manifest themselves as a direc-

tional bias in motion VEPs [195]. Using an

oscillating grating, Norcia et al. [118] found that

adults whose strabismus onset was before

6 months of age show the same VEP asymmetries

between temporalwards and nasalwards motion

as infants of less than 6 months of age. This was

confirmed by Shea et al. [196], who also showed

that there is no asymmetry in pattern-reversal

stimuli. Anteby et al. [197] found that VEP

asymmetries are not caused by nystagmus, thus

ruling out a possible confounder. Wilson et al.

[198] came to the same conclusion after recording

VEPs in monkeys with paralyzed eyes. Norcia

et al. [199] report that VEP asymmetries are

lower in patients with esotropia who received

aligning surgery before 2 years of age than in

those who received surgery later in life. This

agrees well with Tychsen et al. [200], who used

prisms to simulate strabismus in monkeys. Ko-

mmerell et al. [201] investigated the correlation

between optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) and VEP

in patients with infantile strabismus, but found

that only 8 out of 20 patients with OKN asym-

metries exhibited a VEP asymmetry, and for

these eight no correlation was found between the

strengths of the two asymmetries. This makes it

unlikely that the motion VEP reflects the defect

that causes the OKN asymmetry. Brosnahan

et al. [202], on the other hand, found such a

correlation, and explained the discrepancies to

the aforementioned study by the different scales

used for rating the OKN and by the more diverse

population in their own study. Mason et al. [203]

showed that nasal-to-temporal displacements

evoked larger responses, as opposed to OKN

which is larger for the opposite direction, sup-

porting the view that there is no simple connec-

tion between asymmetries in OKN and motion

VEPs. Data by Birch et al. [121] indicates that

normal and strabismic children do not differ
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immediately after the onset of strabismus, sug-

gesting that asymmetries in patients with strabis-

mus ‘‘may not represent a persistence of the

normal infantile state but, rather, a pathologic

disruption of motion pathways as a result of

prolonged abnormal binocular sensory experi-

ence’’. Fawcett and Birch [204] found a high

correlation between motion VEP asymmetry and

the absence of bifoveal fusion and proposed the

motion VEP as an objective diagnostic tool.

Dyslexia

The question whether dyslexia possibly reflects a

more general deficit in magnocellular processing

is under intense debate [e.g., 205–207]. Motion

VEPs have been used to verify this hypothesis.

Kubová et al. [208] found that N2 latencies are

clearly reduced in many dyslexic children. This

effect seems to become less when the children get

older [209]. Schulte-Körne et al. [210] compared

‘static’ and motion VEPs and found that differ-

ences between dyslexic children and controls

occurred as early as 100 ms. In another study

[211] they compared coherent and non-coherent

motion-onsets. VEPs to non-coherent motion

onsets did not differ between the two groups,

while the coherent motion onsets resulted in

differences around 300–800 ms. In the latter two

studies, VEP traces are dominated by positivities

at 100 ms and 200 ms in both dyslexics and

controls. Since it is not clear to what degree

motion is exclusively processed by the magnocel-

lular system, in particular if stimuli have a high

contrast as in the studies by Schulte-Körne, the

conclusion that the VEP findings confirm a link

between magnocellular deficits and dyslexia has

received criticism [212]. Furthermore, as some

parameters of the stimulus sequence are not

provided and therefore the influence of adapta-

tion is unclear, the VEPs are difficult to compare

with usual motion-onset VEPs. In addition,

effects around 300–800 ms seem rather late for

the involvement of basic visual processing stages.

Other diseases

In hepatic and portosystemic encephalopathy, the

latency of motion-onset VEPs is delayed and has

been suggested as a diagnostic tool in combina-

tion with an assessment of the dominant cortical

frequency [213]. Motion N2 latency is increased

in spinocerebellar degeneration, but not in Par-

kinson’s disease, while the pattern-reversal N2 is

unaffected in both cases [214]. In congenital

stationary night-blindness, motion VEPs can only

be recorded with a luminance of at least 0.06–

0.1 cd/m2, compared to less than 0.003 cd/m2 in

normal subjects [92]. A relatively low stimulus

contrast of 10% was used. For high-contrast

pattern-reversal, the authors found similar lumi-

nance limits, though the curve shape changed

with decreasing luminance. In a subject with

Williams syndrome, Nakamura et al. [215] found

that motion-evoked MEG responses are within

the normal range. For neuroborreliosis, Kubová

et al. [216] report that in some patients only

motion VEPs, but not pattern-reversal VEPs,

exhibit an increase in latency. However, the

authors frequently found a discrepancy between

the patients’ subjective vision problems and the

VEP findings. In many patients motion VEP

latencies did not exceed the normal range (mean

+ 2.5 standard deviations).

Comparison to fMRI

fMRI provides a much higher spatial resolution

while VEPs are better for tracking neural activity

on a fine temporal scale. This has implications on

the design of the stimuli and consequently on the

type of experiments that can be performed with

either method. Adaptation experiments where the

effects of different adaptors on the neural response

to a probe stimulus are tested are one example. If

adaptation and probe stimuli are interleaved,

fMRI is not able to separate the differences in

the responses to various adaptors from differences

in the response to the probe stimulus unless these

are several seconds apart or rather complicated

paradigms are used. Furthermore, the underlying

physiology of fMRI measurements are not yet

understood in all respects. In a clinical context,

using VEPs might be more economical than fMRI

and there are less contraindications.

Due to differences in signal generation, with

fMRI reflecting changes in blood oxygenation
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and VEPs assessing the electrical activity of large

numbers of neurons, the two methods might tap

different aspects of motion processing. This has

been proposed by Henning et al. [53], but differ-

ences in adaptation between condition make their

data difficult to interpret.

Summary and conclusion

The above overview shows how motion VEPs

have been applied to a broad range of questions

in basic research and clinical diagnosis. In spite of

a considerable body of research, there are several

unresolved issues and open questions, including

the following:

– In spite of some promising preliminary results,

motion VEPs have not yet found a widespread

use in clinical diagnostics. First of all, studies with

a larger number of patients are needed to verify

the diagnostic value relative to established

methods, assessing both sensitivity and specific-

ity. Second, it would be helpful to devise stim-

ulation schemes that shorten the duration of an

exam without suffering from motion adaptation.

– Most studies used the N2 as a correlate of

motion processing. As discussed in the intro-

duction, the majority of evidence currently

points towards MT and possibly V3A as the

origin. On the other hand there is little doubt

from single-cell studies that V1 is involved in

motion processing. Is this reflected by the VEP?

– The N2 occurs rather late compared to the onset

of activity in area MT as reported by animal

studies [e.g., 217]. So far, only very few studies,

e.g. by ffytche et al. [180], have investigated

earlier components originating from MT.

– In some cases, different studies seem to report

contradictory results. It is beyond the scope of

this review to discuss possible reasons in each

single case, but it seems plausible that simple

differences in stimulation, such as contrast,

speed, and timing, account for some of these

discrepancies. Critical aspects might be how

motion-specific the evoked response is or how

selectively the magnocellular system and the

dorsal stream were activated. This needs more

investigation.

In spite of these open questions, motion VEPs

have considerably contributed to our understand-

ing of human motion processing and helped

bridging the gap between our knowledge about

the healthy visual system and the need to better

understand mechanisms of disease.
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